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From my early infancy the very name of rois faineants or maires du palais [1] displeased me when 
mentioned in my presence. But I must point out the state of affairs: grievous disturbances throughout the 
kingdom before and after my majority; a foreign war in which these troubles at home had lost to France 
thousands and thousands of advantages; a Prince of my blood and of great name at the head of my 
enemies; many Cabals in the State; the Parliaments still in the possession and enjoyment of a usurped 
authority; at my Court very little disinterested fidelity and, on this account, my subjects, though outwardly 
most submissive, as much a responsibility and cause of misgiving to me as the most rebellious; a minister 
re-established in power despite so many factions, very skilful and very adroit, but whose views and 
methods were naturally very different from mine, whom, nevertheless, I could not gainsay, nor abate the 
least portion of his credit, without running the risk of again raising against him by some misleading 
appearance of disgrace those very storms which had been allayed with so much difficulty. I myself was still 
very young, though I had reached the majority of kings, which the State laws anticipate in order to avoid 
still greater evils, but not the age at which mere private persons begin to regulate freely their own affairs. 
I only knew to its full extent the greatness of my burden, without having yet learned my own capabilities. 
… 

I made a beginning by casting my eyes over all the different parties in the State, not indifferently, but with 
the glance of experience, sensibly touched at seeing nothing which did not invite and urge me to take it in 
hand, but carefully watching what the occasion and the state of affairs would permit. Everywhere was 
disorder. … 

The finances, which give movement and action to the great organisation of the monarchy, were entirely 
exhausted, so much so that we could hardly find the ways and means. Much of the most necessary and 
most privileged expenses of my house and my own privy purse were in arrears beyond all that was fitting, 
or maintained only on credit, to be a further subsequent burden. At the same time a prodigality showed 
itself among public men, masking on the one hand their malversations by every king of artifice, and 
revealing them on the other in insolent and daring luxury, as though they feared I might take no notice of 
them. 

The Church, apart from its usual troubles, after lengthy disputes on matters of the schools, a knowledge of 
which they allowed was unnecessary to salvation for any one, with points of disagreement augmenting 
day by day through the heat and obstinacy of their minds, and ceaselessly involving fresh human interests, 
was finally threatened with open schism by men who were all the more dangerous because they were 
capable of being very serviceable and greatly deserving, had they themselves been less opinionated. … 

The least of the ills affecting the order of Nobility was the fact of its being shared by an infinite number of 
usurpers possessing no right to it, or one acquired by money without any claim from service rendered. 
The tyranny exercised by the nobles over their vassals and neighbours in some of my provinces could no 
longer be suffered or suppressed save by making severe and rigorous examples. The range for dueling–
somewhat modified by the exact observance of the latest regulations, over which I was always inflexible–
was only noticeable in a now well advanced recovery from so inveterate an ill, so that there was no reason 
to despair of the remedy. 

The administration of Justice itself, whose duty it is to reform others, appeared to me the most difficult to 
reform. An infinity of things contributed to this state of affairs: the appointments filled haphazard or by 



money rather than by selection and merit; scant experience and less knowledge on the part of some of 
the judges; the regulations referring to age and service almost everywhere eluded; chicanery firmly 
established through many centuries, and fertile in inventing means of evading the most salutary laws. And 
what especially conduced to this was the fact that these insatiable gentry loved litigation and fostered it 
as their own peculiar property, applying themselves only to prolong and to add to it. Even my Council, 
instead of supervising the other jurisdictions, too often only introduced disorder by issuing a strange 
number of contrary regulations, all in my name and as though by my command, which rendered the 
confusion far more disgraceful. 

All this collection of evils, their consequences and effects, fell principally upon the people, who in 
addition, were loaded with impositions, some crushed down by poverty, others suffering want from their 
own laziness since the peace, and needing above all to be alleviated and occupied. … 

 

[1] “Do-nothing kings” and mayors of the palace: terms dating from the time of the weak Merovian kings 
of France and their Carolingian successors. 

 


